
Automated Workflows. Advanced File Support. Enhanced Analysis Tools.
You need image processing and analysis solutions you can trust to get accurate, proven results regardless of your industry or application.  
ENVI provides the scientific foundation you can rely on and the tools you need to process and analyze your imagery quickly and easily. 

ENVI 4.6 builds on the workflow advances introduced in recent releases by providing additional automated workflows to step 
you through today’s popular image processing functions.  ENVI 4.6 also adds file format support for new image platforms. 
New enhancements to ENVI add-on modules are also being released concurrently with ENVI 4.6, including updates to the ENVI 
Feature Extraction Module and the ENVI Flaash Module, now called the ENVI Atmospheric Correction Module.
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Automated Workflows Save Time and Effort
 
You’ll find even more automated workflow tools in ENVI 4.6 to support a variety of popular image processing tasks, whether you’re 
using panchromatic, multispectral, or hyperspectral data. ENVI’s automated workflows provide step-by-step processes and instructions to 
help you get the information you need from your imagery quickly and easily.  

New Target Detection Wizard

Targets of interest in an image are not always visible to the naked eye. The new ENVI Target Detection Wizard combines six advanced 
algorithms with a new guided workflow to allow you to quickly find the targets you’re looking for, regardless of your image processing 
experience. If you know your image contains at least one target of interest, you can use this wizard to find other targets like it in an 
image. The wizard guides you step-by-step through the target detection process and produces highly accurate results. The workflow can 
also be accessed programmatically, so you can customize options if needed.

New SPEAR Tools
 SPEAR Tools in ENVI provide the automated workflows you need to perform many common image processing tasks quickly and easily. 
The tools include guided processes with instructions and information dialogues that walk you through the steps of extracting 
important information from your imagery. ENVI 4.6 provides enhancements to existing SPEAR Tools, as well as entirely new tools 
focused on your image analysis applications. SPEAR Tools in ENVI 4.6 include:

• Enhanced Change Detection 
• New Metadata Browser 

• New Terrain-based Orthorectification 
• New Image-to-map Registration  

New File Format Support
 
ENVI is consistently upgraded to support new data formats that you use today or will be using in the near future. ENVI 4.6 provides support 
for new, popular geospatial data formats including GeoEye-1 support for 4-band multispectral data and support for KOMPSAT-2 data.

• New Anomaly Detection Tool 
• New Google Earth® Bridge
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ENVI Add-on Module Enhancements
ENVI add-on modules provide functionality geared to specific image processing and analysis needs. 
Significant enhancements to existing ENVI Modules will be introduced concurrently with ENVI 4.6.

ENVI Atmospheric Correction Module 
Formerly called the ENVI FLAASH Module, this module has been enhanced to include the Quick 
Atmospheric Correction Algorithm (QUAC) which provides advanced, MODTRAN-based atmospheric 
correction for MSI and HSI data. Having already gained appeal within the scientific community, QUAC 
provides an alternative method for performing accurate atmospheric correction more quickly with fewer 
data parameters.  The Atmospheric Correction Module gives you a choice to use the QUAC algorithm, or 
the time-tested FLAASH algortihm.

ENVI Feature Extraction Module (ENVI Fx) 
The ENVI Feature Extraction Module (ENVI Fx), a recently introduced add-on to ENVI, allows you to 
quickly and easily extract features from geospatial imagery.  The ENVI Fx Module released with ENVI 4.6 
delivers additional enhancements and new features, including: 

NEW! ENVI Orthorectification Module
The new ENVI Orthorectification Module provides geospatial imagery users with a simple but robust tool to accurately register imagery to 
ground coordinates and remove geometric distortions. The module can correct multiple images at once, even if the images are from 
different sensors or different times. This solution creates a seamless data transition, taking you from data ingest to orthorectification to 
exploitation within an ENVI workflow. Designed for use by non-expert and expert users alike, the wizard-based interface guides users through 
the necessary steps to orthorectify data and quickly produce accurate results.   And, since the ENVI Orthorectification Module was developed 
in partnership with orthorectification experts, Spacemetric, you can trust the scientific accuracy of your end results. The ENVI Orthorectification 
Module is ideal for precision georeferencing registering and mosaicking several images, incorporating ground control point data, and 
replacing manual registration processes.

The ability to export the full suite of ENVI 
Fx attributes into a shapefile that can then 
be used in an ArcGIS workflow for additional 
analysis and modeling

New tools that allow you to interactively 
count and assess extracted features in 
an image, including the ability to move from 
feature-to-feature, annotate, and then count 
results providing important supplemental  
information to your extraction results
 
New annotation tools that allow you to 
identify features and objects of interest in 
your results to provide additional information 
to colleagues.  The annotations are accessed 
from an intuitive menu that allows for easy 
customization to cover advanced 
annotation needs 

The ability to integrate different types 
of data with the ENVI Fx workflow 
including DEMs, LiDAR datasets, and 
shapefiles providing you with additional 
data parameters to maximize your results 
with ENVI Fx.  You can also integrate your 
ground truth data to the workflow to 
classify objects in the image

Performance enhancements that deliver 
both faster previews throughout the 
feature extraction workflow and algorithm 
processing times for improved performance 
with larger images
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Your image processing workflow just got easier with ENVI.

Visit www.ittvis.com/ENVI or call 303-786-9900. 
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